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What is Cinema?

Cinema Data Abstracts – Enabling Analysis

Cinema is part of an integrated workflow, providing a method of extracting, saving,
analyzing or modifying and viewing complex data artifacts from large scale
simulations. If you’re having difficulty exploring the complex results from your
simulation, Cinema can help.
Starting from explorable databases of images from extreme scale scientific data,
Cinema has expanded to include arbitrary data types. The Cinema ‘Ecosystem’ is
an integrated set of writers, viewers, and algorithms that allow scientists to export,
analyze/modify and view Cinema databases. This ecosystem is embodied in widely
used tools (Ascent, ParaView, VisIt) and the database specification.

Cinema’s database specification is designed for flexibility. Any data that can be
embodied by spreadsheets of parameters describing parameters mapped to data
artifacts is a candidate for Cinema use. ECP applications can export in situ parameters
and artifacts such as images or meshes. Or simulation run parameters could be kept in
a database along with artifacts created by that set of parameters. Experimental output
might link data and images. Using a Cinema viewer, a scientist can interactively explore
a large set of results to understand how different parameters impact results. The
Cinema database (CDB), defined by a single CSV file, can easily be written by ECP
apps through ALPINE infrastructure (ParaView, VisIt, Ascent) or through common tools
such as Python, MATLAB, or R scripts, making it a quick way for scientists to explore
complex results.

Cinema databases (CDBs) can be exported as part of an in situ workflow via
ALPINE’s Ascent infrastructure or via ParaView’s Catalyst, and VisIt’s LibSim. Posthoc, CDBs can be exported from ParaView or VisIt or built using the Cinema
Specification, e.g., via a python script. A set of basic viewers are available to easily
view CDBs. A set of Cinema viewer components enables customized viewers.

The Cinema ‘Ecosystem’

Writers
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The CinemaExplorer viewer (left) has a parallel
coordinate overview that exposes the parameter
space being explored in a CDB. Selections along
the parallel coordinates allow the user to easily
identify, e.g., high entropy images.

Viewers

Cinema DB

ECP App
• In situ
• Post-processing
ALPINE

Data abstracts in a CDB are not limited to
images or data parameters. Abstracts
might include e.g., meshes, additional
CSV files, or other image types – all easily
accessible within the viewer.

Algorithms

LibSim

Algorithms: Analyze & Extend Cinema Databases

cinema
command line tool:
DB operations, Image, stats,
moments, compression

An integrated set of components make up the Cinema ecosystem: writers,
viewers and algorithms that operate on and extend Cinema databases.

The Cinema command line interface allows scientists to run statistical algorithms,
computer-vision based algorithms, and a variety of other operations to find trends,
features, and other properties of the database. This information can be added to the
database, and used for further exploration.

Cinema Viewers – Visualize, Explore, Analyze
CinemaCompare:
interactively view
one or more sets
of CDB images.

Right: Nyx Cinema workflow to
compare results of runs with
different simulation parameters.

CinemaExplorer: a
parallel coordinates
approach to explore &
analyze a set of data
parameters and data
artifacts.

Left: A Nyx Cinema database has had imagebased analysis applied to find edges and
entropy for multiple isosurfaces. A single
isosurface and high entropy images have been
selected with the parallel coordinates view.

CinemaScope: a cross
platform viewer for easy
interactive visualization
and exploration of
Cinema database
images.

Left: The time evolution of a Nyx baryon
density Cinema database can be
explored temporally and spatially using
CinemaScope.

Right: Streamlines in the magnetic field
CinemaJNC: a
of a WarpX simulation can be explored
prototype Jupyter
via a new Jupyter notebook-based
notebook components Cinema viewer. The visualization
reveals the alternating orientations of
viewer.
the magnetic field along the z-axis.

Features can be tracked by running algorithms on images within a Cinema database. In this
example, eddies are identified using standard image analysis techniques. The features can
then be tracked and searched for over the entire simulation space, as shown on right.

Cinema Workflows at Exascale
New task-based workflow chooses optimal data
parameters as opposed to regularly sampling the
parameter space. For example, only important view
angles or contours will be kept, saving I/O costs and
improving quality of output images. Right: ExaAM
Cinema database is optimized by viewing angle.

ECP Application + Ascent + in situ analysis + Cinema Database on Summit:
End to end workflow running ECP application integrated into Ascent infrastructure, running an
in situ filter with output saved into a Cinema database. A post-processing workflow used
Cinema command line tools to compute additional variables and run a visual query.

Open source Cinema releases and docs
Cinema is in an open source repository, along with partner capabilities in Ascent, ParaView, and
VisIt. The CinemaScience homepage, cinemascience.org, contains examples, downloads and full
documentation. These resources demonstrate Cinema’s end-to-end capabilities, and provide a
starting point for using and collaborating on Cinema.
github.com/cinemascience
Releases of code, viewers,
and example datasets
cinemascience.org
Overview, specs, examples,
and documentation
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SW4 pipeline used an ECP/VTM-m isocontour
filter with all stages running on the GPU.

Nyx pipeline used an ALPINE data-driven
sampling algorithm with Nyx running on the CPU
and Ascent with sampling running on the GPU.

